
Admiral’s log, stardate 65102.3; Vice Admiral Penji Fil – COMFEDFIFTHFLEET 

recording: 

With the aid of several Morain intelligence agents, Starfleet has finally cracked the code 

the Kairn use for their military communiqués, and what we have discovered is alarming!  

After the defeat of the Kairn Imperial Fleet in the Typhon Sector five weeks ago, the fleet 

retreated and regrouped for repairs and now plans a renewed attack on Starbase 719 

before this current week is out with the goal again of wiping the station off the star 

charts. 

Fortunately, with this information and the knowledge of when and from what direction 

the Kairn plan to attack, Starfleet does not need to wait for the inevitable.  We are 

assembling a fleet of our own, including Federation, Klingon, Romulan, Morain and 

other allied warships, the largest armada assembled in the Alpha Quadrant since the end 

of the Dominion War, to intercept and destroy the Kairn threat once and for all. 
 

 

 Fleet Captain Peter J. Koester, commanding officer of the Fifth Fleet flagship USS Dauntless, exited the 

starbase turbolift into Ops.  The starbase control center was still a mess, members of the crew and damage control 

teams cleaning up and repairing the damage done by the nearly successful attempt by a Kairn occupation force to 

invade Ops and destroy the station with its own self-destruct system.  The Fleet Captain looked around the space 

until one of the engineers working on the operations console directed him to the upper level.  He climbed the port-

side stairs and spotted the woman wearing the mustard-colored uniform that he was looking for, his wife and the 

station’s chief of security, Commander Michelle Petersen.  Petersen was working with another officer inside the 

vacant office of the base’s executive officer due to the fact her own small office two doors away had been too 

severely damaged during the recent Kairn takeover of Ops and was sharing the space with the station’s chief of 

operations and acting-First Officer B’Elanna Torres.  Petersen also noticed her husband’s presence just before he 

stepped inside the room.  She passed the padd with information on the security upgrades being contemplated for the 

station back to the lieutenant that was helping her and turned to face Koester. 

 “Is it time already?” she asked, a look of worry mixed with anger in her hazel eyes. 

 “I’m afraid so, Hun,” Koester replied.  “The armada doesn’t actually depart the station for 24 more hours, 

but we all need to confirm vessel status, re-stock on anything we need, get the fleet into formation, and receive the 

final brief.” 

 Petersen glanced through the large window of Captain Pearson’s office and looked at the starships and 

warships visible through the large viewport beyond.  Beside the Sovereign-class Dauntless could be seen her twins; 

USS Independence-C and USS Resolute, the Klingon warship IKV Hem bortaStaH, the former Romulan Imperial 

Warbird UFNS Vedrex, the Leviathan-class warship USS Besiege, the Defiant-class USS Corsair, and dozens of 

other vessels normally assigned to the Federation Fifth, Second, Third, and Seventh Fleets she could not name off 

the top of her head. 

 “How long do you think you’ll be gone?” Petersen asked. 

 “Hard to say.  According to the intel we received, we should intercept the Kairn fleet in less than 72 hours.  

I guess it depends on how the battle goes from there as to when we’ll return, but every ship’s commander has agreed 

that we’re not coming back until the Kairn are completely defeated this time, if we have to chase them back to their 

homeworld to do it.” 

 Petersen embraced her husband tightly, saying, “I wish I was going with you.” 

 “I’m glad you’re not,” Koester replied before leaning down to kiss his wife.  “ILU,” he added. 

 “ILU2,” Petersen answered, kissing once more before Koester turned and headed back down to the 

turbolift.  Petersen stood by the upper level railing, watching as Lt Commander Torres wished Koester luck as he 

passed and entered the nearby turbolift, wondering if it would be the last time she would ever see her husband.  

Closing her eyes, the security chief took a deep breath and slowly released it before turning and stepping back into 

the office. 

 She could not help continuing to look out the window at the Sovereign-class starship keeping station 

beyond as she said, “Let me see that report on the internal forcefield projector control system repairs again, 

Lieutenant.” 
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 The turbolift doors opened on the bridge of the USS Dauntless and Fleet Captain Koester quickly stepped 

out, walking over to where his first officer, Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo, was sitting in the command chair 

talking with Vice Admiral Penji Fil, overall commander of the Federation Fifth Fleet, who had recently received 

orders to assume command of the Federation Combined Armada in the Typhon Sector as well. 

 “Status?” Koester asked. 

 “All requisite repairs to the Dauntless are complete,” Arbelo replied.  “Commander Bloom reports the warp 

core is capable of functioning up to 110% of rated capacity, and the warp coils have been re-tuned.  Colonel 

McIntyre has assured me the weapons system overhaul is complete, and we’re fully stocked with photon, quantum, 

and trilithium torpedo casings.” 

 “Very good, Exec.  I’d hate to go into battle half-stocked,” Koester joked before looking at the Admiral.  

“How do you feel, Penji?”  The Catullan admiral was noticeably nervous looking. 

 “Considering I’m an officer that never actually commanded a single starship and now I’m in command of a 

fleet of seventy starships and warships of every description, concerned would be one way to describe how I feel,” Fil 

replied.  “I’m not completely sure I’m ready for this.” 

 “That’s what you get when you agree to put on the admiral’s pips.  Besides, as long as the Kairn 

intelligence network isn’t as good as ours and they haven’t figured out we’re coming for them, I think we’ll be able 

to carry this battle.  When is the final briefing?” 

 “We’re going to carry the briefing on a secure channel at 1800 hours,” Fil replied.  “Now I must meet with 

my aide for the last minute preparations.  If you’ll excuse me?” 

 Koester nodded and watched as Fil, still looking nervous, walked over to the port turbolift and disappeared 

inside.  “I need to prepare a few last minute things of my own,” he then said to Arbelo.  “I’ll be in my ready…” 

 “Actually, Skipper, I have an issue I need to discuss with you,” Arbelo said, standing up and indicating a 

small padd he was holding. 

 “Okay.  Come with me,” Koester said with a tilt of his head before looking at the officer at the helm.  

“Mister Breitling, you have the conn.  Maintain station keeping.”  A moment later, both senior officers entered the 

ready room, the captain quickly moving around to his seat behind the desk.  “What’s on your mind, Exec?” 

 “I was hoping you would approve this temporary transfer, Skipper,” Arbelo said, sliding the padd across 

the desktop.  “After all, it’s not like she’s essential personnel for our upcoming battle.” 

 Koester activated the padd and grimly nodded as he read. 

 “I had a feeling this would come up,” the captain said.  “To be honest, I expected it weeks ago, before the 

Kairn attacked the base.  Does Annika know you want to transfer her off the ship?” 

 “Not yet.  I wanted to make it official first,” Arbelo replied.  “Annika can be stubborn,” he added, talking 

about his daughter who, while only nine years old, was a fully commissioned Starfleet officer assigned to the 

science division thanks in no small part to the five life-times of experience the Trill symbiont implanted within her 

brought to the symbiotic relationship. 

 “You realize this is highly irregular.  I pulled strings to make sure she was assigned to the Dauntless when 

she received her commission,” Koester scolded.  Arbelo nodded in agreement, his eyes lowered in ignominy.  

“However, I understand your concerns.  I would probably be doing the same thing were my daughter Gem assigned 

to the Dauntless.”  Koester pressed his thumb up against the lower corner of the screen, adding his digital signature 

to the request.  “Transmit that to Home Plate as soon as possible for final approval, then get Annika over there.  

We’re scheduled to be underway in 23 hours.” 

 “Thank you, Skipper.  I appreciate this,” Arbelo said, taking back the padd and rushing back out onto the 

bridge. 



 “If only it were so easy to keep the rest of us safe too,” Koester remarked as he stared at a framed picture 

on his desk showing both his own daughter Gem and his ‘adopted daughter,’ Ensign Cassie Koester, taken the 

previous year when both were Starfleet Academy Cadets, embracing and smiling for the camera. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh was sitting in her office, waiting for the arrival of her Strategic Operations 

Officer, Konstantin Harkonnen.  As she waited, she read a padd that was given to her by her aide, Lt Commander 

Quintero.  It was a communiqué that had arrived from Captain Cathryn Pearson on Kos’karii, requesting to return to 

her normal duties now that the starbase was free of Kairn.  Raiajh was in the middle of preparing a message to send 

back saying that she needed to wait until the new offensive they were planning was complete – a battle that the fleet 

was preparing to depart the station for soon – in case the results were not the victory Starfleet hoped for. 

 Raiajh was hoping to get Pearson back to the base as soon as possible, as she knew that her executive 

officer did not want to be on Kos’karii when her twins were born.  Raiajh and her husband Sylvan Xaran missed 

having their children with them as well, and with each passing day it looked more and more likely that the family 

would not be back aboard Starbase 719 before stardate 65262 as hoped.  She sighed.  The last thing the admiral 

wanted to do was miss her son’s first birthday, but there was not much she could do about it at the moment.  Their 

regular quarters were still inaccessible and she and her husband had taken to living as best they could out of a 

converted office in the administration section of the station, but she hoped the repairs to the living quarters would be 

completed on schedule in the next few weeks. 

 Raiajh looked up as she heard the door chime and Commander Harkonnen step into the room.  He too had 

taken to sleeping on the couch in his office, and had done so since Pearson left for Kos’karii.  She was able to detect 

a hint of sadness on his face as he walked in.  She knew how he felt, having been separated from a loved one during 

a time of war.  They both knew Pearson was where she was because of the pregnancy. 

 As Raiajh invited her SOO to sit, he said, “The repairs to the Corsair are almost done.  We won’t be able to 

give her a proper shakedown after such extensive repairs as is usually required, but the ship will be ready in time to 

join the Leyte offensive.” 

 “That’s what I wanted to talk to you about,” Raiajh told him.  “I had the repairs on the Corsair expedited 

because the ship will be one of five Starfleet vessels staying behind to protect the base.” 

 She noticed his look.  Raiajh knew Harkonnen wanted to take the fight to the Kairn. 

 “I know you wanted to go.  However, you do know that Starfleet will have both our heads if I allow the 

Corsair to join in the Leyte offensive with you in the command chair.  I’m sorry.” 

 “I knew there would be a chance I wasn’t going, but I was hoping at least the Corsair would be part of the 

Armada.  Put Commander Petersen in charge if you must,” he suggested. 

 “Michelle has neither the experience nor interest in commanding a ship.  And that wouldn’t be fair to either 

Michelle or the crew of the Corsair.  The crew were chosen by you and Captain Pearson and work best with one of 

the two of you are in charge.  I’m sorry Konstantin, the Corsair is needed here in case the Kairn break through at 

Leyte and continue on here to attack the base.  I need you here if that happens,” Raiajh countered. 

 “I understand,” Konstantin relented.  “I guess we should get on with the planning.  Admirals Fil and 

Janeway are going to be arriving soon…” 

 

* * * * 

 

1800 hours 

Stardate 65103.4 

 

 Penji Fil stepped to the center of the bridge of the flagship and looked at the viewscreen, where most of the 

seventy vessels making up the Combined Armada could be seen.  There were ships of every description; two 

qaDwI-class Klingon carriers – including the Hem bortaStaH, a single Federation through-deck carrier – the USS 

Tarawa, three additional light carriers, ten vessels of the Defiant, Prometheus, and Leviathan-classes that could be 

considered battleships, twenty four various cruiser classes – including Sovereign, Galaxy, Excelsior, Miranda, 

Nebula, Akira, Steamrunner-class starships, and the Romulan ship Vedrex, and an additional thirty smaller starships 

– mainly Intrepids, Luna, Nova, and Ericsson-class, four Morain fast frigates, and five armed patrol ships belonging 

to the Pluton – a civilization in the Gamma Quadrant that Fil had made first contact with over fifteen years earlier – 

which had arrived almost two weeks earlier and that would be acting in the role of destroyers and escorts for this 

battle. 



 Fil took a deep breath, then said to the man sitting at ops, “Open hailing frequencies to the Armada, 

Lieutenant.  Scramble the frequency.” 

 “Hailing frequency open and scrambled, Admiral,” Lt Riker acknowledged. 

 “Allied Armada ships, this is Vice Admiral Penji Fil.  This is the situation as we know it; According to our 

code breakers and spy network, the Kairn have amassed their remaining fleet in what we believe is their home 

system, what they call Throneworld, where over the course of the last several weeks they have been conducting 

repairs and resupply after their defeat in the Battle of Starbase 719.  In less than 24 hours, that fleet of more than 

sixty-five ships will depart their home system to attack Starbase 719 and the starships of the Fifth Fleet once again.  

As they are expecting only a couple of dozen starship in addition to the base, it is their hope to finally drive us out of 

the Typhon Sector once and for all.” 

 Fil pressed a control button on the padd he was holding, and on the main viewscreen of every vessel 

receiving the briefing transmission the right half of the screen changed to a tactical view – a star chart of the sectors 

between Starbase 719 and the Kairn home system.  Two sectors away from the starbase the chart displayed a lone 

brown circle in almost the middle of a vast star desert, no other stars located for light years in any direction.  Fil 

continued his brief. 

 “In approximately 50 to 55 hours we expect the Kairn fleet to reach the vicinity of the brown dwarf star 

Leyte, located in the middle of a starless region we call the Leyte Gulf.  Our scientists believe that Leyte underwent 

a nova-like transformation several million years ago and, like the star Hobus recently, wiped out numerous stars 

around it with a subspace shockwave.  All that remains of the original system is the brown dwarf star and an asteroid 

belt – the only remnants of the system’s original planets – orbiting between 98 and 101 million kilometers from the 

star.  We anticipate the Kairn fleet will pass within 41 million kilometers of the asteroid belt.  It is here we will make 

our stand against the Kairn Imperial Fleet.” 

 Fil touched his padd again, and the tactical portion of the screen zoomed in on the Leyte system. 

 “Based on our latest intelligence reports, our armada must reach the asteroid field within 48 hours in order 

to remain undetected before the Kairn fleet’s arrival.  There, we will hide among the asteroids, power down all 

systems except passive sensors and maneuvering thrusters, and wait for the Kairn fleet to approach.  In order to 

reach Leyte in time, the entire fleet must maintain a speed of no less than warp 9.1 the entire way.” 

 The sound of several ship’s crews starting to protest sounded from the bridge speakers, but Fil cut them all 

off. 

 “I understand that will be severely pushing the engines of most of the ships within our armada to the limit, 

especially the smaller ships.  All I can say is, if your vessel needs to drop out of the armada short of the Leyte 

system due to engine difficulties, remain in the vicinity of where you drop out of warp.  You can act as an early 

warning sentry and alert the starbase if the Kairn manage to overwhelm our armada and continue on to attack the 

base.  Are there any questions?” 

 The left half of the Dauntless’ viewscreen changed to the image of the bridge of another starship, where 

Captain William McLeod, commander of USS Besiege, sat in his own center seat.  McLeod, an admirer of the 

Klingon culture, preferred to wear his hair longer than most male Starfleet officers, usually tied back in a pony tail. 

 “Yes, Admiral.  What happens if the Kairn bypass the Leyte system entirely?  We’re leaving the base 

nearly undefended; only five small starships, a handful of armed civilian ships, and the base’s own weapons – which 

we know are only at half-strength right now!” 

 “The Leyte Gulf is located along the most direct route for the Kairn to take to attack Starbase 719.  They 

used this route to reach the base during their first attack five weeks ago and again when they retreated following the 

battle and the arrival of Admiral Janeway and her reinforcements.  If they were to go around beyond where we could 

easily intercept them from within the Leyte system, they would be going too far out of their way, either entering 

Morain space or entering declared Federation space, neither of which I believe they will be willing to do in this 

instance.  The Kairn have been hurt once already in this war, their fleet decimated to nearly half its original strength.  

I don’t believe they would risk running through enemy territory where who-knows-what could be patrolling the 

borders, waiting for them.  They want to make a decisive strike against 719, throw us out of the AOR for good.  

They’re going to come right at us, but we’ll be waiting for them.  Any other questions?” 

 “What happens if we fight to a stalemate, Admiral?” the commander of the USS Reid, one of the Seventh 

Fleet starships temporarily assigned to reinforce the Typhon Sector, asked.  “If both fleets are nearly wiped out, 

leaving only a few of us and a few of them?” 

 “That, Captain, is a bridge we’ll cross should we get to it,” Fil replied.  “I’m confident, as it stands, that the 

Kairn have no idea we’ll be lying in wait at Leyte, which gives us the advantage of surprise.  As long as we don’t 

waste it by doing something stupid – or as long as our intelligence isn’t wrong and the Kairn arrive with a thousand 

warships – I’m certain we will prevail at Leyte.  Any other comments or concerns?” 



 Fil waited a moment, but no other ship’s captains appeared on the screen. 

 “Very well.  Departure is 0900 hours.  Make sure your vessels are ready.  All vessels coordinate through 

the Dauntless.  …And good luck, everyone.  Fil, out.” 

 As the viewscreen returned to its normal view, Fil let out a breath, then turned to leave the bridge. 

 “Good briefing, Penji,” Fleet Captain Koester said, stepping over to the admiral.  “You seemed a lot more 

confident now.” 

 “I did?” Fil asked, prompting Koester to nod.  “I guess those acting classes are starting to pay off.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Admiral’s log, stardate 65108.3; Vice Admiral Penji Fil – COMFEDFIFTHFLEET 

recording: 

It has been nearly 35 hours since the armada departed Home Plate.  We’ve already had 

three ships, including USS Triton, drop out due to engine problems, unable to keep up.  

We expect to reach the Leyte system in just under 14 more hours, where we will go into 

hiding among the asteroids until the Kairn arrive. 
 

 

 Fleet Captain Peter Koester was just finishing his tour of the decks and was going to head to 10-Forward 

for lunch and a drink when Ensign Cassie Koester, a woman who appeared to be a human in her twenties but was 

actually a centuries-old Lucian that Koester had rescued from a dying planet years earlier, walked up beside him. 

 “Good afternoon, Captain,” the Ensign said, sounding unusually formal as she walked with her hands 

clasped behind her back. 

 “Afternoon, Cassie.  How are you?” Koester replied. 

 “To tell you the truth, very nervous,” Ensign Koester admitted.  “It’s my first real battle we’re going into.” 

 Captain Koester looked confused for a moment, then said, “No.  This is at least your second.  You were 

aboard when the Kairn attacked the base.” 

 “Yes, but we had such little time to prepare.  It was almost a sneak attack.  I was so busy I didn’t have time 

to think about what was happening or going to happen.” 

 “But now you do?” 

 “Yes, sir,” Cassie admitted.  “There’s a big part of me that wishes I could be back at the base right now, 

and I’m finding my feelings distracting.  I tried using one of the holosuites.  I spent some time in the gym.  I even 

tried reading a book to distract myself, but none of that worked.  I can’t relax.” 

 “I’m on my way to have lunch,” Koester said.  “Why don’t you join me and we can talk about it.” 

 “Where are you eating?” Cassie asked. 

 “10-Forward.” 

 “Oh.  I’m not sure I want to be around a lot of people in 10-Forward right now,” Cassie admitted. 

 The captain huffed in frustration, then asked, “Would you feel better if we had lunch in my quarters?”  

Cassie immediately brightened. 

 “Oh, yes.  Yes, I would.” 

 “Fine.  Come on, Ensign.  Let’s just hope no one thinks we’re fraternizing.  It would normally be unseemly 

for the ship’s captain to be seen having a private lunch with some lowly ensign.” 

 “Lowly?!?” Cassie asked, sounding insulted. 

 “Start working on your qualifications and we’ll see what we can do to get you that next pip,” Koester 

remarked with a grin. 

 Several minutes later, the two were in Koester’s quarters.  The captain started to retrieve two plates with 

food from the nearby replicator while Cassie sat down at the dining table. 

 “What’s really on your mind, Cassie?” Koester finally asked as he put one plate down in front of his guest.  

“I’ve noticed you’re spending a lot of time with Captain Okona lately.  It’s not becoming serious, is it?” 

 “Why?  Jealous?” Cassie asked in a semi-joking way, but when Koester merely looked at her with an 

annoyed expression, she replied, “Not too serious.  We’re just getting to know one another at this point.  

Thadiun’s… an interesting man.” 

 “Well, I hope you get to know him very well before you consider any kind of serious relationship with 

him,” Koester advised.  “Okona has quite the reputation.  Not only as a ladies man, but as the kind of person to 



whom the ends justify the means.  If he had been a Starfleet officer, he would have been stripped of his rank and 

drummed out of the service after the Battle of Bolarus IX.” 

 “But he’s not a Starfleet officer!” Cassie protested. 

 “No, he’s more what you might call a rogue.  I just want you to be careful around him.  I’m not sure I trust 

him.” 

 “We’re just having fun,” Cassie commented defensively. 

 “Is this what you wanted to come here and talk to me about?  Your love life?” Koester asked as he too sat 

down and started eating his meal. 

 “Not really.  What’s really bothering me is this ongoing situation with the Kairn.” 

 “What about it?” Koester asked, looking up at Cassie.  “They attacked us without provocation.  We’re 

defending ourselves.  Surely you can understand that?” 

 “I understand.  Part of what is making me feel confused about all this is; I can’t help but wonder why the 

Kairn hate us so much right now?  Starfleet has had run-ins with them on several occasions over the last decade or 

so, but not to this degree before.  It’s like they’re intent on genocide now!” 

 “The Kairn have always been hard to get a read on,” Koester admitted after taking another bite of his food.  

“They normally use espionage and subterfuge in order to learn what they can about their opponents instead of open 

diplomatic relations.  They have a code of honor comparable to – if not stricter – than the Klingons, to the point 

where they would rather commit suicide in the achievement of a goal to eliminate an enemy than face capture.  And 

they are secretive to the extreme!  The Romulans, before Hobus, looked like an open book in comparison to the 

Kairn.  I think if we could only get them to sit down and talk, they might find we have more in common with us then 

they realize.” 

 “You have to admit, they are rather cold-blooded when it comes to their rules of war.” 

 “Comes with being Saurian in nature, I suppose,” Koester remarked.  “Much like the Federation’s 

skirmishes with the Gorn.  They were a shoot first, open hailing frequencies later society when the Federation first 

encountered them over a century ago.  Now we have diplomatic relations with them and even share a colony world 

on Cestus III.  But you’re right, before the attack on Home Plate, the Kairn only seemed interested in protecting 

what they claimed as their home space and expanding to keep out outsiders.  Now they seem intent on a war to wipe 

out the Federation that is just as likely to result in their own extinction.  Like you, I wonder what happened that 

caused that change in their attitude?” 

 

* * * * 

 

 As the armada crossed the vast empty gulf of starless space and neared the brown dwarf star Leyte, the 

flagship Dauntless in the lead, the Sovereign-class starship’s commanding officer – Fleet Captain Peter Koester – 

arrived on the bridge more than an hour ahead of his normal schedule, confirming they still had nearly four hours at 

high warp before the armada reached its hiding spot. 

 “What is our status?” Koester asked the officer of the deck. 

 “Two more ships had to drop out during the night watch.  The Venture was on the verge of rupturing their 

warp core,” the officer in the center seat reported. 

 “How are our engines doing?” 

 “Commander Bloom says we’re going to need a complete overhaul following this mission, assuming we 

survive, but otherwise the engineering crew is holding everything together.  We’re on track to reach the Leyte 

asteroid field by 0900 hours.” 

 “Very well,” said Koester.  “I relieve you.” 

 After assuming the bridge watch, time seemed to slow for the captain as the fleet moved ever closer to their 

destination.  After what felt like days and an additional starship falling back due to engine problems, a small, dull 

brown star appeared on the viewscreen. 

 “There it is, Captain.  The star Leyte,” informed Lieutenant (JG) Carter Breitling from his position at the 

helm. 

 “Mister Riker, inform the armada by tight-beam transmission that we will come out of warp within 400,000 

kilometers of the asteroid belt’s outer edge, and to be careful of any rogues we may not see until we’re very close to 

them.”  He then looked over his right shoulder at his tactical and security officer and asked, “Mack, estimated time 

until the Kairn fleet gets here?” 

 “Nothing on long-range scanners yet, Skipper,” Lt Colonel Sean McIntyre replied.  “If our intel is good, it 

will still be between two and a half to seven hours before they get here.” 



 “Very well.  Inform Admiral Fil we’ve arrived at Leyte, and start plotting gaps in the asteroid field where 

we can safely hide a fleet of nearly 70 ships without destroying ourselves before the Kairn even get here.” 

 “Coordinating with stellar cartography and the science officer on that as we speak,” McIntyre confirmed. 

 “Good.  Mister Riker, signal the fleet.  Go to yellow alert!” 

 “Yellow alert, aye, sir,” Riker acknowledged before transmitting the tight-beam transmission to each ship 

in the armada. 

 Several moments later, the port turbolift door opened and Penji Fil stepped out. 

 “Status, Fleet Captain?” he asked. 

 “Just coming into range of the Leyte asteroid belt now, Admiral.  The armada is at yellow alert and 

standing by,” Koester reported. 

 “Very good,” Fil said as he sat down in the seat to the captain’s left, normally occupied by the ship’s 

counselor.  “There’s so much that could go wrong.  Our intelligence could be faulty.  The timing could be off by 

days.  The Kairn could choose to attack some other Federation asset instead of Starbase 719 and be so many sectors 

away we would never be able to reach them in time to help.  I really hope this plan works without too much loss of 

life.”  The admiral paused for a moment before adding, “…On either side.” 

 “It would be funny, in an ironic sense, if the Kairn learned of our fleet leaving the Typhon Sector and 

believed we were going to attack their homeworld and decided to hide among the asteroids here waiting for us to 

pass,” Koester commented off-handedly.  “We could wind up running into Kairn battlecruisers among the rocks and 

debris.” 

 “That’s a battle I’d prefer to avoid,” Fil remarked as he continued to watch the main viewscreen. 

 “Coming up on 400,000 kilometers from the edge of the asteroid field,” reported Breitling. 

 “Very well, Helm.  Take us out of warp,” Koester ordered. 

 One by one, each vessel of the armada dropped out of warp, still in formation, and started spreading out to 

enter the field in gaps between the orbiting chunks of ice, metal, and rock.  Once safely in position, each vessel then 

shut down warp drive, impulse engines, and all external lighting – maintaining position with small thruster bursts 

only when absolutely necessary – and started playing the waiting game. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several hours later, there was still no sign of the Kairn. 

 “I’m ready to relieve you, Skipper,” Commander Setton Arbelo said as he stepped up to the command chair 

next to Koester.  The captain, who was sipping his second strong cup of tea since the watch began, looked up at his 

first officer. 

 “I’m going to keep the conn for the time being, if that’s okay with you, Exec,” he said. 

 “I don’t mind at all,” Arbelo replied before retrieving a hot beverage of his own from the replicator near the 

ready room doors and assuming his place in the first officer’s seat to Koester’s right.  “Any sign of the Kairn yet?” 

 “Nothing.  But if the intel was accurate, it could still be hours before…” 

 “Captain!  Long range sensors are detecting multiple warp signatures; bearing 300 mark 2; course 117 

mark 0; speed: warp factor 7,” reported Marine Captain April Mendez, who just minutes before had relieved Colonel 

McIntyre of the watch at tactical. 

 “That course leads straight back to the Typhon Sector,” remarked Arbelo. 

 “How many ships, Captain?” Koester asked Mendez. 

 “Hard to tell with the sensor interference created by this asteroid field, but at least 50 to 60 ships.” 

 “It’s got to be the Kairn Imperial Fleet!  At least, what’s left of it,” Koester remarked before looking toward 

Fil.  “Orders, Admiral?” 

 The white-haired Catullan admiral remained silent for a moment longer, staring at the asteroids that floated 

silently on the viewscreen, the occasional glimpse of one of the other armada ships appearing between the gaps.  

Finally he said, “To all ships, tight beam transmission on scramble: Engage the Kairn.” 

 Immediately the bridge turned into a hive of activity as Koester ordered, “Sound red alert.  Man 

battlestations.  Prepare to launch fightercraft.”  Immediately the klaxon sounded throughout the ship and the lighting 

scheme changed to red. 

 In the hanger bays of the Dauntless, Hem bortaStaH, Hem HubwI’, UFNS Vedrex, USS Resolute, USS 

Bellerophon, USS Tarawa, USS Tulagi, and several other starships, pilots rushed to man Hornet, Peregrine, gin’tak, 

tajmup, Scorpion, and other classes of space superiority fighters and attack craft. 

 “Remind the fighters to maintain formation, but not too close together,” ordered Admiral Fil.  “They need 

to be spread out.  Our plan depends on them being too small to register on the Kairn sensors until it’s too late.” 



 Several more minutes passed before an indicator light on the tactical console of each ship carrying fighters 

or fighter/bombers showed green. 

 “We have a green indication on the aft hanger bay, Captain,” Mendez reported.  Again Koester looked at 

the fleet commander. 

 “Commence the attack,” Fil ordered. 

 “You heard the Admiral.  Launch fighters!” Koester reiterated. 

 Within moments, almost 900 space fightercraft launched from the flight decks and hanger bays of more 

than a dozen armada vessels, on course to intercept the approaching Kairn fleet. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Aboard the Intrepid-class USS Bellerophon, Captain K’danz looked over toward her tactical officer, Marine 

Captain Michael C. Drake. 

 “Mister Drake, launch the fighters,” she ordered. 

 “All Hornets have cleared the hanger bay, Captain,” Drake reported a moment later.  “Hanger bay door is 

closing.” 

 “Captain!” called out Commander T’Ashara from the science console.  “I have been monitoring the 

movement of the various asteroids in our immediate vicinity since Bellerophon took station within the asteroid belt.  

As I feared might occur, two asteroids at bearing 229 mark 45 have collided.  Due to the impact, one of them is now 

drifting quickly in the direction of our current position.” 

 “Time to impact?” K’danz asked. 

 “One minute, fifty three seconds,” the Vulcan woman replied. 

 “Do you want me to use phasers to destroy it, Captain?” Drake asked, his hand ready over the weapons 

controls. 

 “Negative,” K’danz answered.  “Using phasers right now would be like lighting up a beacon and alerting 

the Kairn to our presence before our fighters were in range to attack.  We need to maneuver ourselves out of the way 

carefully.”  K’danz then turned to her first officer and suggested, “Tom, would you…?” 

 Commander Tom Paris nodded, then got up from his seat and walked down to the helm console.  “I relieve 

you,” he said to Lt Commander Walter Hickam.  The chief helmsman nodded and got out of the chair, allowing the 

former helmsman of the USS Voyager to take his place.  “Activating maneuvering thrusters,” he announced. 

 “Try not to over-do it, Tom,” K’danz implored.  “We don’t know if the Kairn can easily detect our use of 

thrusters or not.” 

 “Yes, Ma’am,” Paris replied as he activated the controls. 

 Very slowly, the Intrepid-class starship started moving up, Paris attempting to keep one of the larger 

asteroids in the field between the Belle and the approaching Kairn fleet.  It was a difficult choice, between moving 

out of the way of the tons of incoming rock quickly and evading detection. 

 “Hold on, everyone, this is going to be close!” Paris remarked, closely watching the indications on the helm 

console.  K’danz, curiosity getting the better of her, moved forward and leaned over the railing behind the helm to 

get a look at the indications herself. 

 “Brace yourselves!” she called out as it appeared her starship would not quite clear the incoming asteroid in 

time. 

 “No, hold on!  It should be alright!” Paris assured, activating thrusters one last time and then clenching in 

case he was wrong. 

 The asteroid, nearly twice the size and five times the mass as the Intrepid-class starship, moved silently 

beneath the Bellerophon, one outcrop of rock passing mere centimeters from the bottom of the secondary hull.  

Seconds later it moved beyond its closest point of approach to the Belle, continuing on its path safely until it would 

encounter another asteroid at some time in the future and collide again. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Aboard the flagship of the Kairn Imperial Fleet, Taissho Takeo was pacing between the consoles of the 

cramped and crowded Kairn battleship’s bridge.  The reptilian commander – the Kairn counterpart to Admiral Fil – 

was impatient to reach the coordinates of battle and finally remove the Fed battlestation and the threat it represented 

to his homeworld and species, a goal his predecessor had failed to accomplish.  The latest intelligence the Imperial 

spy network had managed to deliver to Throneworld indicated the Feds were building up additional forces around 

the station, itself undergoing repairs after the surprise attack that nearly destroyed it.  The troops that had managed 



to board the station during the battle had evidently failed in their mission to destroy or render the station inoperable 

from within, as their status transmissions on the special coded frequency had recently ceased.  As a result, this new 

attack would not be as easy as Takeo first hoped, but he was confident the Kairn Empire would be triumphant in the 

end. 

 “Taissho, we will be at clossssest point of approach to the brown dwarf sssstar in fifteen mintanssss,” 

reported the Kairn battleship’s navigator.  “Minor coursssse and sssspeed adjusssstment will be implemented at 

missssssion time plussss twenty two.  Esssstimated time to Fed battlesssstation; five dakassss. ” 

 “Very good.  How long until we reach maximum ssssenssssor range of the Fed battlesssstation?” Takeo 

asked. 

 “Bassssed on passsst experienssse, we should reach their outer…” 

 “Taissssssho!  Ssssensorssss are detecting unusual energy readingssss in the visssinity of the brown 

sssstar,” the Kairn sensor monitor reported.  Takeo stepped over to the crewman’s console and looked at the 

indications. 

 “What kind of unusual readingssss?” he asked, concerned. 

 “Indeterminate.  The readingssss are coming from the sssstar’ssss assssteroid field.  It could jusssst be the 

ressssult of sssseveral assssteroidssss colliding.” 

 “Keep a ssssenssssor eye on the assssssteroid field.  The brown dwarf issss the only sssstar for light 

yearssss around and right on the direct path to the Fed battlesssstation.  The Fedssss could have ssssome ssssort of 

monitoring posssst there to ssssend an early warning.” 

 “Do you want me to launch a shuttle probe to determine if anything out of the ordinary issss in that 

ssssysssstem, Taissssssho?” the battleship’s commanding officer, Daissa Shima asked.  Takeo contemplated the idea 

for a moment before rejecting it. 

 “No.  It would require ussss to sssslow the fleet in order for the shuttle to ssssuccessssssfully return, and 

that could expossse ussss to early detection.  Just keep monitoring the area clossssely.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Captain, several vessels in the Kairn fleet are now scanning the asteroid belt fairly closely.  I think they 

may have detected some indication of the presence of either the armada or the in-bound fighters,” Captain Mendez 

reported. 

 Koester looked at Fil just as Commander Alasdair Wallace, the chief science officer, added, “USS 

Bellerophon needed t’ employ thrusters for a few moments when one o’ th’ asteroids drifted too close t’ their 

position.  Th’ Kairn may have detected th’ thruster use.” 

 “Well, as long as Carrie can keep her ship in one place now, perhaps the Kairn will overlook us?” Koester 

hoped. 

 “They may overlook th’ armada hiding in among th’ asteroids,” Wallace said.  “Bu’ if they continue t’ scan 

th’ area like they’re doin’, th’ fighters won’t go undetected for much longer.” 

 “How far are the fighters from intercepting the Kairn fleet?” Koester asked. 

 “Currently 20,500,000 kilometers from the Kairn fleet,” answered Mendez.  “Estimated time of intercept, 

just under five more minutes.” 

 “Commander Wallace,” said Admiral Fil, getting out of the chair he was sitting in and walking toward the 

science console.  “We need to distract the Kairn for five minutes.  If we were to expose the fleet early, is it possible 

the Kairn would overlook the fighters already en route?” 

 “Aye, knowin’ what I do of them, I suppose the Kairn would concentrate on what they perceive as a greater 

threat.  Their sensors are crude, built more fo’ long-range detection of large objects like capital ships or close-in 

detection of smaller threats like missiles.  Seventy starships would probably provide a more ‘an adequate diversion,” 

Wallace surmised. 

 “Admiral, you realize that exposing the armada now, ahead of the optimal attack angle we planned, could 

put this entire fleet in jeopardy?” Koester pointed out.  “The fighters course was computed to intercept the Kairn 

fleet’s course at precisely the time they would pass.  If we expose our armada now, the Kairn fleet will slow to 

space-normal speed and turn to attack, and the fighters will have to maneuver to conduct their own attack.” 

 “It’s a risk we’ll have to take in order to give the fighters the best change they have to complete their 

mission,” Fil explained before looking at the man sitting at ops.  “Lieutenant, to all ships, tight beam transmission on 

scramble: This is the Admiral.  All vessels power up shields, weapons, and propulsion and assume battle formation.” 

 “You’re the admiral, Admiral,” Koester said as he pressed the intercom control on the arm of his seat.  

“Bridge to engineering.  Bring all systems back on line.  Warp core to normal output.”  He then said to Mendez, 



“Tactical, raise shields and deflectors.  Arm all weapons systems.  Let’s go hunting!”  A small cheer rose on the 

bridge before quickly dying off.  “Helm, take us out of the asteroid belt.  Intercept course with the Kairn fleet.  

Engage!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Taissssssho, I’m detecting unnatural energy readingssss in the vicsssinity of the brown dwarf’ssss 

assssteroid field again,” the sensor monitor announced. 

 “Are the readingssss the ssssame assss they were when you firsssst detected them?” Takeo asked. 

 “Negative.  Energy readingssss are much higher and encompassssss a larger area of the assssteroid field, 

almost assss if…”  The sensor monitor paused for a moment as what he was reading sunk in.  “Taissssssho, I’m 

detecting Fed sssstarshipssss emerging from within the assssteroid field!  Two shipssss…  Three… Four, five…” 

 “It issss of little consssern,” Takeo said dismissively.  “What can a handful of Fed sssstarshipssss do to the 

Imperial Fleet?” 

 “Taissssssho, it’ssss more than a handful.  Numeroussss vessssssels now appearing on ssssenssssors!  I’m 

detecting ssssixty four vesssssselssss of differing configurationssss!  Fed, Morain, Kling-gone, and sssseveral I 

cannot identify!  Taissssssho, we are outnumbered!” 

 Takeo stared at the viewer at the front of the bridge.  Even at the distance his fleet was from the asteroid 

field, through the magnification on his viewer he could make out some of the larger ships already moving into battle 

formation. 

 “Bring ussss about and ready weaponssss ssssysssstemssss.  Engage the Fed shipssss!” Takeo ordered. 

 Immediately all 62 Kairn ships dropped out of warp and turned to face the approaching enemy.  As they 

maneuvered into their own battle formation, the disruptors aboard each ship powered up and armed and the missile 

tubes lining each side cycled open, exposing the needle-like warheads of nuclear-tipped projectiles.  The Kairn 

crews manned their stations, preparing to confront the Fed fleet.  Several minutes later, as the two fleets closed on 

one another, explosions unexpectedly erupted from several of the Kairn warships in front of Takeo’s flagship. 

 “What issss happening?!?” Takeo demanded to know. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Aim for the open missile tubes!” McIntyre, piloting the Hornet space superiority fighter Wolf 359, ordered 

the attack force.  Immediately a squadron of Klingon gin’tak fighters lined up on the next Kairn battlecruiser in line 

and locked onto the missiles inside the launch tubes, firing a combination of disruptor and mini-torpedoes in an 

attempt to detonate the primitive yet powerful Kairn weapons before they even launched.  In the distance, McIntyre 

could see several Peregrines from Tarawa’s squadron make an attack run on another of the large battleships, making 

a direct hit on the missiles and causing the Kairn vessel to go off like a huge Roman candle.  “Good job, Sunliners.  

Now concentrate on that heavy carrier before they have a chance to mount a defense and launch fighters of their 

own!  Black Aces, form up on me.  We’re strafing the lead battleship!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Our fleet issss being inundated with enemy fightercraft!” Daissa Shima announced.  “Our consssentration 

was focussssed on the Fed fleet, sssso the fighterssss evaded detection until they were insssside weaponssss range.  

We have already losssst two battleshipssss with another ssssix shipssss damaged.” 

 “Launch our fightercraft to engage the enemy, ship to ship, before we losssse our carrierssss as well!” 

Takeo ordered.  “Without our carrierssss, our attack on the Fed battlesssstation will fail!”  Immediately the order 

was passed to the respective ships, and within moments another three hundred fighters entered the vacuum of space, 

buzzing around the Kairn fleet like gnats. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Even from the relative distance of the Federation armada as they slowly closed on the Kairn fleet, the 

bridge crew aboard the Dauntless could see something had changed as the number of small explosions occurring 

around the enemy increased greatly. 

 “What just happened?” Admiral Fil demanded to know. 



 “Accordin’ t’ sensors, the Kairn just launched their own fighters,” reported Alasdair Wallace.  “It’s turned 

into a real melee out there!” 

 “The Kairn are completely distracted, Admiral,” Koester said, watching another battleship and a 

battlecruiser both erupt in explosions as the armada fighters managed to detonate the Kairn heavy weaponry before 

it had even been launched.  “Recommend we move the capital ships in close, while we can.” 

 “Move us in at full impulse!” Fil ordered, watching the carnage occurring on the main viewscreen, unable 

to turn his eyes away. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Fed sssstarshipssss are moving in!” the sensor monitor reported.  Takeo and Shima looked at their own 

viewscreen and saw the large number of vessels approaching, some in the lead already opening fire with torpedoes. 

 “Two can play thissss game,” Takeo remarked.  “Have half our fighter ssssquadronssss dissssengage from 

the enemy fighterssss and attack the Fed battleshipssss,” he ordered.  In moments, over a hundred dart-shaped Kairn 

fighters peeled away from their own fleet and headed toward the Federation, Klingon, Morain, and other 

approaching starships.  Seconds later, the flash of Kairn weapons against Federation shields could be seen. 

 

* * * * 

 

 It was Fleet Captain Koester’s first encounter with Kairn fightercraft in battle, and he was curious as to how 

effective they were in comparison to the Hornet or Peregrine fighters the Dauntless carried as part of her Marine air 

wing. 

 “Multiple hits to our shields, but no appreciable damage,” Lt Riker reported from ops.  The bearded 

transporter-clone even looked back over his shoulder, a twinkle in his eye very similar to his ‘brother’ William 

Riker, as he added, “Shields aren’t even losing any strength.  I think it would take a coordinated attack by more than 

two dozen of the Kairn fighters to make any sort of dent in our defenses.” 

 “Considering the damage the Kairn were capable of inflicting on us during our early encounters, before we 

had met the Morain, be happy their fighters aren’t as similarly devastating,” Koester remarked.  “But as long as we 

need not worry about the fighters, lock phasers and torpedoes on the closest battlecruiser and fire at will!” 

 The lead elements of the allied armada opened fire on the Kairn fleet, weapons passing each other in the 

vacuum of space to quickly slam into enemy shields.  In most cases, the Federation starships were able to hold their 

own, the shield upgrades the Morain had provided shortly after their alliance with the Federation several years 

earlier holding up against the Kairn disruptors that used to be able to pierce standard Starfleet shields like a hot knife 

through butter.  However, with exceptions of where the Kairn shields had been weakened by the allied fighters or 

when the Kairn attempted to launch one of their nuke-tipped missiles, the Federation phasers had similar difficulty 

cutting through the enemy shields.  The battle was quickly becoming a stalemate. 

 The two fleets started circling around one another, each vying for a more advantageous attack position, 

much like fleets of sailing ships in Earth’s 17
th

 and 18
th

 centuries. 

 The battle continued for several hours.  Over time, nearly a dozen ships of the allied armada were forced to 

withdraw from the battle, retreating back to the relative safety of the Leyte asteroid belt as their shields eventually 

failed and damage to their hulls and systems started to mount, while six others – a Nebula, two Excelsiors, an Akira, 

a Klingon Negh’Var, and one of the Morain starships, as well as numerous small fighters – were completely 

destroyed, but at the cost of almost twenty more of the Kairn ships and an uncounted number of their fighters.  By 

sheer attrition, it started becoming obvious that the Kairn were slowly being overpowered. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Aboard his flagship, Taissho Takeo took note of his fighter’s lack of success, and the fact he had lost 

another carrier in the battle. 

 “Daissssssa Shima,” he said, addressing his flagship’s commander.  “Have our fighterssss choosssse a 

target of opportunity and implement Order Sssssixty Ssssix and our ssssecondary battle plan.”  Shima looked 

slightly stunned for a moment before managing to regain his voice. 

 “You realissse, of course, Taissssssho, that our plan for attacking the Fed battlessssstation depended on the 

usssse of those fighterssss to maximize the damage of our attack and finally desssstroy that accurssssed sssstation, 

ssssinssse capital shipssss alone could not get the job done in the firsssst battle?” 



 “Of coursssse I know our new battle plan dependssss on the fighterssss,” Takeo responded as, on the screen 

another Kairn vessel erupted in flame and broke apart.  “But they will do ussss little good againsssst the 

battlesssstation if our fleet is halted here in the brown dwarf ssssystem.  Implement Order Ssssixty Ssssix!” 

 “Yessss, Taissssssho,” Shima replied with a slight bow before turning to his communication monitor.  

“Ssssignal all fighterssss to implement Order Ssssixty Ssssix, and prepare to implement Battle Plan 2.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 On the bridge of the Dauntless, Fleet Captain Koester was quite pleased with how the battle was going in 

spite of the allied fleet’s losses.  He hoped this embarrassment would force the Kairn to re-evaluate their intentions 

when something unusual at the edge of the viewscreen caught his attention. 

 Several of the Kairn fighters – whose attacks during the battle to this point had been almost inconsequential 

– had turned and were rapidly closing on the Dauntless in a coordinated formation.  Something about what he was 

seeing seemed familiar to the captain, and it bothered him.  As he continued concentrating on the rapidly 

approaching enemy fighters while racking his brain to remember why what he was seeing was nagging at him, it 

suddenly occurred to the commander of the Dauntless what was happening. 

 “Oh Hell!” Koester exclaimed, drawing most of his bridge crew’s attention.  “Mister Riker, increase shield 

power around the bridge!  Give it everything you can!” 

 Riker quickly complied without question as the trio of Kairn fighters continued to accelerate toward the 

Dauntless.  Koester gripped the arms of his command chair tightly as the first fighter struck the starship’s shields 

directly in front of the bridge, breaking apart in a spectacular fireball that was quickly followed by the other two 

forward and slightly lower along the primary hull, hitting the shields in the vicinities of decks 3 and 6.  Several of 

the standing crew members on the bridge were thrown to the deck, as was Admiral Fil, falling out of his chair and 

hitting his head on the base of the ops seat in front of him.  As Commander Arbelo rushed to aid the fallen admiral, 

Koester ordered, “Inform all the ships of the Armada.  The Kairn are now employing Kamikaze tactics and are 

attempting to ram the bridge module and weapons systems of any vessels they can approach!”  However, the 

warning came too late as the crew watched three other Kairn fighters slam into the bridge of a Miranda-class 

starship a kilometer or so ahead of the Dauntless.  The bridge exploded, instantly killing everyone on watch there, 

and the starship started to tumble out of control, its shields dropping as one of the Kairn battlecruisers opened fire on 

it, utterly destroying the vessel.  

 “Captain, we can’t keep the shield strength up around the bridge and still withstand the weapons fire 

coming from the Kairn capital ships at the same time,” informed Mendez. 

 “I know that, Captain.  We need to eliminate the fighter threat first.  Recall our fighter wings and have them 

engage the Kairn fighters head to head in close vicinity to our own Armada.  Also have the Destroyer Wings move 

in close formation between the main body of our Armada and the Kairn fleet.  They can use their phasers to protect 

against incoming fighters while the larger vessels press the attack on the capital ships.”  Koester then turned his 

attention to his first officer.  “How is the Admiral, Exec?” 

 “I’m okay!  Just let me get up off this deck!” Fil insisted, in spite of the fact that blood was running down 

the side of his face, staining his white hair crimson. 

 “He looks like he’s hurt pretty bad to me,” Arbelo said, pressing his hand against the side of Fil’s head.  “I 

think he should get down to sickbay.” 

 “Computer,” Koester said instead.  “Activate the EMH.”  Immediately a bald-headed man in a blue-

shouldered uniform without any rank pips materialized near the center of the bridge.  Before he could even open his 

mouth to ask the nature of the medical emergency, the captain pointed down at Admiral Fil, and the Emergency 

Medical Hologram kneeled down and got to work. 

 “Captain, it appears some of the Kairn ships may be trying to retreat.  Their fleet is breaking into two 

groups,” Mendez reported. 

 Koester looked at the viewscreen, a sense of pride mixed with concern as he six or seven of the surviving 

Kairn ships, including one of their two surviving carriers and two of the battleships, turning around as if trying to 

retreat from the site of battle.  At the same time, the twenty other Kairn ships started maneuvering in a completely 

different direction, a move that puzzled him. 

 “Mendez, have Cruiser Wings 1 and 2 come around and flank the Kairn vessels coming onto course 175 

mark 255.  We don’t want them flanking and boxing us in, especially with these fighters still trying to pick us off 

one by one!”  As he said it, another trio of Kairn fighters dove on a Steamrunner-class ship in the distance, crashing 

into the port warp nacelle.  The ship immediately started to vent plasma and most of the lights went dark. 

 “USS Anzio is sending out a distress call,” Riker reported. 



 Koester looked down at Fil, who was still incapacitated on the deck while the EMH and Arbelo worked on 

the gash in his head, then took it upon himself to order, “Have the Sarek move in and start evacuating their crew, but 

tell them to be careful of any further Kairn attacks.  Their cruisers seem to turn their attention on our wounded pretty 

quickly.” 

 As the Galaxy-class USS Sarek maneuvered to come alongside and protect the Anzio, a dozen Federation 

starships, under the lead of USS Resolute, moved around the edge of the Armada, trying to head off the larger group 

of Kairn vessels.  It was hard to tell if they were trying to provide a diversion to allow the other half-dozen or so 

warships to escape or were trying to flank the Federation fleet and entrap them in a desperate pincer move, as they 

had stopped firing their weapons systems from the moment the two groupings split apart. 

 On the bridge of the Resolute, the tactical officer reported, “Kairn ships coming back into phaser range.” 

 “Very well.  Target any open weapons ports they have,” Resolute’s captain ordered.  “Stand by to fire.” 

 “Phasers locked on target,” the tactical officer confirmed.  But before the order to fire could be given, all 20 

ships suddenly streaked into warp. 

 The Resolute’s captain, Andrew Sherwood, sat in his command chair – slack-jawed – for several seconds 

before finally regaining his wits and ordering, “Track them!  Make sure they don’t come back at us from another 

direction!” 

 As the Resolute crew attempted to determine where just over half of the surviving Kairn fleet had gone, the 

Dauntless was leading several other starships, two of the Pluton patrol ships from the Gamma Quadrant, and the 

UFNS Vedrex, closing on the remaining retreating Kairn ships. 

 “Increase speed,” Koester ordered.  “Close in on them!  We promised we weren’t going home until the 

Kairn threat was eliminated!  If they get away, we’re just inviting another attack again in another month’s time.” 

 The Dauntless and the ships around her accelerated toward the Kairn ships, which had definitely turned 

tail.  The two Pluton patrol craft darted ahead of the larger starships, firing their weapons at the aft shields of the 

Kairn carriers in the hopes it would weaken them enough for the larger allied ships to penetrate and damage or 

destroy the enemy. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Kairn fighters approaching, Captain,” Lieutenant (JG) Xin Zhadesh reported from his position at ops.  

Captain K’danz turned her attention on the new threat, three dart-like Kairn fightercraft that had turned in unison 

and were now aiming themselves toward the USS Bellerophon’s bridge. 

 “Increase power to the forward shields.  Target phasers on those craft!” K’danz ordered. 

 “They’re too small and maneuvering too quickly,” Drake complained from tactical.  “I can’t establish a 

lock on them!” 

 “Time to impact, thirty-three seconds,” reported T’Ashara from the science console. 

 “Captain, with your permission, may I assume control of the phasers?” Lt Zhadesh requested. 

 K’danz wondered how her Efrosian operations officer expected to have better luck locking the ship’s 

weapons on target than her trained Starfleet Marine tactical officer was having, but merely shrugged before saying, 

“You have permission.” 

 “Since our encounter with the craft the Kairn used to penetrate the starbase, I have been working on a 

program that can compensate for smaller, more nimble targets by increasing rate and arc of fire, negating the need 

for an actual phaser lock,” Zhadesh explained as he tapped his fingers on his console controls.  “The phaser beam 

intensity is decreased, but can cover a larger area, and since these Kairn fighters do not seem to be shielded as the 

capital ships and our own fighters are, the lower setting may still prove fatal to their craft.” 

 Zhadesh finished what he was doing, then pressed the trigger.  Immediately the phaser strips on the hull of 

the Bellerophon started firing small short beams in nearly every direction.  The Kairn fighters that were aiming for 

the Belle herself had not anticipated the new phaser configuration and were unable to maneuver away in time – 

taking multiple small hits, the cumulative effect of which destroyed the three incoming craft. 

 “Kairn fighters destroyed,” Zhadesh confirmed. 

 “Good work, Lieutenant,” K’danz praised.  “Make sure when this battle is over and the fleet is back at 

Home Plate that every vessel is equipped with your anti-fighter phaser control program.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” Zhadesh replied proudly. 

 “Helm,” K’danz then ordered, “come right to 335 mark 9.  Tactical, lock weapons on that carrier!  See if 

you can put a torpedo right into his flight deck.” 

 “Aye, Captain.  Locking torpedoes on target,” Drake confirmed with a sidelong glance at the operations 

officer on the opposite side of the bridge. 



* * * * 

 

 “Stand by on quantum torpedoes.  Arm trilith-torpedoes in tube one,” Koester ordered, holding his right 

arm up in a gesture prepared to fire.  But before he could bring his arm down and order the weapons launched, the 

Kairn ships in front of the Dauntless all jumped to warp, heading back in the direction of the system Starfleet 

believed was the Kairn homeworld.  Koester froze momentarily – his arm still raised – unsure if the Kairn ships’ 

maneuver was some kind of trick, a prelude to a renewed attack.  But when no enemy ships reappeared and no other 

attacks occurred except from the few remaining Kairn fighters left behind by the capital ships, Koester found 

himself unconsciously smiling. 

 “Kairn fleet bugging out and returning to their home space,” April Mendez reported. 

 “Well, Admiral,” Koester said, addressing Fil, who was still being worked on by the EMH.  “What do you 

say we start mop-up operations and then get the fleet back to Home Plate for some rest and needed repairs.” 

 “Is the battle over?” the EMH asked, finally looking around and taking note of the fact most of the crew 

seemed more relaxed than when he had first been activated.  “Good.  The Admiral really needs to be taken to 

sickbay for further treatment instead of fussing and fighting me.  EMH to sickbay.” 

 “Sickbay.  MacMillan,” replied the starship’s Chief Medical Officer, his voice sounding annoyed. 

 “Doctor, I need a couple of orderlies to escort Admiral Fil to sickbay.  He has suffered a head injury that 

requires further evaluation.” 

 “Understood.  I’ll send a couple o’ orderlies up there presently,” MacMillan replied curtly.  “Sickbay, out.”  

 “Fleet Captain Koester,” Fil said, looking up at the man in the command seat from his position on the deck.  

“I don’t know how long these damn doctors are going to keep me out of the action.  Assume command of the fleet 

and get us home ASAP.” 

 “Understood, Admiral,” Koester replied. 

 Nearly half an hour later, Fil had been escorted to sickbay – where he had been diagnosed with a mild 

concussion and a relatively deep wound to his scalp – and the remaining Kairn fighters had either been destroyed or 

– in rare instances – captured by various vessels of the fleet.  The Federation armada now prepared to return to the 

Typhon Sector. 

 “Mister Hyland,” Koester said to his helm officer.  “Lay in a course back to Starbase 719.  And take us 

back along the same route that brought us out here.  Let’s pick up our stragglers who had to drop out of the Armada 

along the way.” 

 “Aye, sir,” William Hyland acknowledged.  “Course plotted and laid in.” 

 “I think we can take it easy on our engines on the way home,” the captain remarked to his first officer.  

“Ahead warp factor 5.” 

 “Accelerating to warp 5,” Hyland confirmed, and in an instant the Dauntless – and soon the rest of the fleet 

– jumped to warp speed. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Nearly a full sector away, aboard the Luna-class starship USS Triton, the crew finished up the repairs to 

their engines and waited for the return of the Armada. 

 The turbolift door opened and Lieutenant Mallory Alston stepped out onto the bridge, walking over to the 

seats where the ship’s commanding officer – Captain Amanda Tomkins – and executive officer – Lt Commander 

Sean T. Peehs – sat talking. 

 “Engines are back on-line, Captain,” the engineer reported.  “I even had time to realign the dilithium crystal 

articulation frame, so engine efficiency should be a couple of decimal points better than when we departed the 

starbase.  Engineering stands ready for any and all orders.” 

 “Very good,” Tomkins said with a nod.  “It’ll probably be a few days before the Armada reaches us again, 

so why don’t you give your staff a little extra time off shift.  They deserve it after the last few days.” 

 “Thank you, Captain,” Alston replied with a smile before quickly returning to the turbolift to inform her 

staff. 

 “How do you think the battle is going?” Commander Peehs asked, his mind now back on their original 

reason for being out where they were. 

 “I heard from Captain Koester a few hours ago.  The Kairn Imperial Fleet suffered extensive losses, nearly 

two-thirds of their entire fleet.  What was left of their fleet split in two and retreated back to their home space.  Our 

armada suffered fifteen ships damaged, and only ten destroyed in the battle.” 

 “Only ten,” Peehs remarked stoically.  “Not bad unless you were assigned to one of those ten ships.” 



 “You have to expect some losses during war, Number One.  Especially in a battle such as this was.  It could 

have been a lot worse.” 

 “I know, but…,” Peehs started to say when a signal from the tactical console behind Tomkins drew both 

senior officer’s attention. 

 “What is it, Mister Petrie?” Tomkins asked. 

 “Long range sensors are picking up at least twenty warp signatures at extreme range,” the tactical officer 

replied. 

 “Could it be part of the Armada returning to the starbase and they somehow bypassed us?” the captain 

asked. 

 “Negative,” Petrie replied.  “Warp signatures do not match either Starfleet or allied vessels.  Comparison 

with signatures on record indicates they are Kairn.” 

 “The Kairn?!?” Peehs exclaimed, startled, before looking at Tomkins. 

 “Are they heading toward Starbase 719?” the captain asked, worried that some of the Kairn fleet had 

survived with the intent on pressing their attack against the starbase, which with only five small vessels remaining 

for protection, was extremely vulnerable. 

 “Negative,” Petrie replied again.  “Based on current course, the Kairn are heading toward…”  The young 

officer looked at the captain.  “…Federation space!” 

 “Can you tell where exactly they are headed?” Peehs asked. 

 “Difficult to determine at this range,” Petrie answered.  “But by best estimates, if they remain on their 

current course and do not deviate, they appear to be headed in the direction of Sector 001!” 

 Immediately a series of options ran through Tomkins mind. 

 “What is their speed?” she asked. 

 “Currently holding at just above warp 7.” 

 “At that speed, it would take them WEEKS to reach Earth!” Peehs remarked.  “Assuming that is their 

intentions.” 

 “Perhaps they figure by traveling at a normal cruising speed they can avoid detection?” Tomkins remarked 

before activating the intercom.  “Bridge to engineering.” 

 “Engineering.  Lieutenant Alston.” 

 “I’m afraid I’m going to have to ask you to postpone that time off, Lieutenant.  I need warp speed now.” 

 “Understood, Captain.  All speeds available through warp 8.  And I think I might be able to get you a little 

more if you need it,” Alston replied, only partially successfully in hiding the disappointment in her voice as she 

spoke. 

 “Mister Petrie, do you think the Kairn are aware of our presence here?” the captain asked. 

 “Probably not.  Based on what we have learned from the few Kairn ships we have captured over the years, 

their sensors do not have the range ours do.  I believe the Triton is outside their maximum sensor range and that it’s 

unlikely they have detected us.” 

 “Good.  Helm, plot an intercept course with that fleet of ships, but keep us outside their estimated sensor 

range,” Tomkins then ordered before looking over at her operations officer.  “Lieutenant Gallagher, inform the 

Armada of this development on a scrambled frequency.  Tell them we will be following the Kairn vessels we have 

detected and transmit periodic progress reports until the Armada catches up to us.  Include our current position, 

projected course and speed.” 

 “Yes, Captain,” Lt George Worthington Gallagher responded. 

 “Helm, ahead warp 8!” Tomkins ordered. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “ETA until we catch up to the Triton?” Fleet Captain Koester asked. 

 “Still two more hours, present course and speed,” Commander Arbelo replied from his place in the 

command seat. 

 “And we’re still on course toward Sector 001?” 

 “As straight as an arrow,” Arbelo stated. 

 “I don’t understand,” said Admiral Fil, who was still wearing platiskin bandages over the shaved area on 

the left side of his head where he had struck it against the base of the operation manager’s chair during the battle 

three days earlier, from where he stood next to the Fleet Captain.  “What do the Kairn hope to accomplish heading 

toward the heart of the Federation.  They can’t possibly believe they’ll reach Earth without being intercepted!  Half 

the starships in the Alpha Quadrant are on converging on them.  It’s a suicide mission.” 



 “Admiral, their planned second attack on Starbase 719 was likely a suicide mission to begin with, 

especially after we received reinforcements,” Koester remarked.  “The Kairn appear to have become desperate, 

though for the life of me I can’t tell you why.  I think this fleet’s intent is to do as much damage to the Federation as 

they can before they are all finally destroyed.” 

 “And then what?  We sit and wait for them to rebuild and launch another attack against us?” Fil asked. 

 “As you once said, we’ll cross that bridge when we get to it, Admiral.  For now, let’s concentrate on 

stopping the Kairn fleet before they get anywhere near Earth or anyplace else where they could do any real 

damage.” 

 “Agreed.” 

 Koester turned back to his first officer, saying, “Keep me informed of any changes, Exec.  I’ll be in my 

ready room with Admiral Fil.” 

 The two officers entered the nearby ready room, Koester immediately moving over to the replicator on the 

wall. 

 “Can I get you anything, Penji?” 

 “What’s the strongest thing you have programmed in there?” Fil asked. 

 Koester displayed and reviewed the menu quickly before saying, “Nothing stronger than synthahol.  Sorry.  

I thought maybe Carrie had left something a little more potent in the memory before she left the Dauntless.” 

 “Just give me whatever closely approximates a whiskey, neat.” 

 “Computer.  One whiskey, no ice.  One rum and cola,” Koester ordered.  The replicator hummed to life and 

two glasses, one small and filled with a light tan liquid, the other taller and filled with a carbonated dark brown 

liquid with ice cubes, and both containing the artificial alcohol-substitute synthahol, materialized on the shelf.  

Koester handed the smaller glass to the admiral and then joined him on the far side of his desk, pulling a chair over 

near where Fil sat on the couch. 

 “I would like to know how the Kairn found out how strategically important Earth is to the Federation,” Fil 

remarked before taking a sip of his drink.  He frowned slightly at the taste due to the fact – having lived the majority 

of his life in the late-23
rd

 century – he never quite got used to the flavor of synthahol. 

 “Keep in mind, before they invaded Federation space several years ago, they Kairn had conducted 

intelligence gathering on us by capturing a number of transports, cargo ships, and even a starship or two,” Koester 

explained.  “I’m sure they learned everything they needed to know about the Federation in general from our own 

memory banks.  My concern is why are the Kairn acting they way they are now?” 

 “What do you mean?” Fil asked.  “Acting they way they are now?” 

 “Prior to this war starting, the Kairn mainly acted covertly.  Before first contact, they spied on the 

Federation by capturing ships and making it look like they had been lost due to various accidents.  Even in my case, 

seven and a half years ago, they captured me while I was traveling alone to Risa, and used a machine that projected 

an imaginary environment – almost like a holodeck – directly into my mind in an attempt to extract strategic 

information from a senior Starfleet officer.  It was only because the illusion they were projecting was so imperfect – 

they really had no understanding about how humans would react when placed in such a totally unfamiliar 

environment as they had programmed for me – that I was able to overcome it.  If they had done some more research 

and put me on the bridge of a simulated starship instead of some small medieval village populated by members of 

my crew, they might have actually learned what they wanted to know from me, the disposition of Starfleet assets in 

the sectors they were planning to invade.” 

 Koester took a swig from his own drink before continuing. 

 “After first contact, the Kairn have generally chosen not to act unless their victory was virtually assured or 

they felt threatened somehow.  That was seen in their behavior after we made first contact with the Morain and 

signed our mutual defense pact with them.  Otherwise they usually just lie in wait and try to move into and claim 

areas we have already explored – almost like they are using our fleet to make sure there is nothing that could be a 

threat to their Empire before they annex a new star system.” 

 “And you think they’re acting uncharacteristic now?” Fil asked. 

 “Now the Kairn have become aggressive, brazen,” Koester pointed out.  “It’s like we – the starbase and the 

fleet – somehow threatened them in the harshest way possible, and they’re reacting to that threat by trying to 

eliminate us from the picture entirely.  Something has changed, but I have no idea what it is?  And I find it hard to 

believe it could be anything Starfleet in general or the Fifth Fleet in particular has done.  We’re simply exploring the 

galaxy in the vicinity of their claimed space and trying to avoid conflict.  What caused the Kairn to cross the line 

like this?” 

 “That is something we may never learn,” Fil answered, flinging back the rest of his drink and trembling 

slightly as it traveled down his throat like liquid fire.  “Especially if the Kairn have chosen cultural suicide like it 



appears they have, throwing their entire military at us on a pointless mission.  With their fleet wiped out, what would 

they do if we were like the Klingons of a century ago and chose to attack their homeworld now while they’re 

weak?” 

 “I wouldn’t count the Kairn out just yet, Penji,” Koester remarked before taking another gulp of his drink.  

“I doubt the Kairn have thrown every ship, every soldier they have at their disposal at us, particularly considering 

the outcome we’ve seen.  I’ve heard from some of the Morain that the Kairn are quite capable of building warships 

and breeding soldiers very quickly.  If what they say is true, in six months they could have twice the number of ships 

and twice the number of soldiers they attacked us with the first time, and twice that again six months later!  No, they 

still have something up their sleeves.  I’m just not so sure I want to know what it is.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Admiral’s log, stardate 65152.9; Vice Admiral Penji Fil – COMFEDFIFTHFLEET 

recording: 

It has been fifteen days since the Battle of the Leyte Gulf, and the Allied Armada has yet 

to locate the remnants of the Kairn Imperial Fleet.  Over the course of the last several 

days the armada has received numerous distress calls from Federation vessels coming 

under attack, and has even come across the wreckage of two destroyed freighters, one 

transport, and even a Galaxy-class starship that happened to be alone in the wrong place 

at the wrong time.  But our lack of detecting the Kairn themselves leads me to believe one 

of two possibilities; either the Kairn have developed or stolen cloaking technology that 

they are only now employing, or they have slowed so much in an effort to avoid detection 

that our armada may already have passed them without realizing it. 
 

 

 Admiral Fil was conducting his latest brief in the conference lounge directly behind the bridge aboard the 

USS Dauntless.  The Admiral stood within a holographic communicator ring so that his image could be projected 

over scrambled subspace channels to each of the other thirty nine ships remaining in the combined armada – as if he 

were briefing the crew in person –while seated in the chairs around the conference table was the Dauntless’ senior 

staff, including Fleet Captain Koester in his usual seat at the head of the table. 

 “We have to recognize the fact that the Kairn have virtually disappeared,” Fil remarked.  “The last known 

contact with their remaining ships, which destroyed the fuel carrier SS Valdez, occurred nearly a full 48 hours ago, 

and our best estimates placed us less than an hour behind the Kairn fleet at the time.”  Fil looked at Koester as he 

asked, “What speed has the armada been maintaining since investigating the wreckage of the Valdez??” 

 “On average, we’ve been traveling through the sector at warp 8 since we caught up with the Triton.  

Unfortunately, Captain Tomkins and her crew lost contact with the Kairn fleet six hours before that, so it’s been a 

game of cat and mouse ever since.  A very unsuccessful game, I might add.” 

 “While it is possible the Kairn fleet may be cloaked, I find that possibility unlikely,” Fil remarked.  “To this 

point they have shown no aptitude toward developing cloaking technology on their own, and I don’t think they 

would have managed to capture enough functioning cloaking devices and get them to actually work to install on 

every one of their warships.  That leaves one very distinct possibility.  We have passed their fleet sometime in the 

last two days and didn’t realize it.” 

 “This is Captain Sutherland aboard the Sarek,” a female voice said over the hidden lounge speakers.  “Are 

you going to order the fleet to hold position here and wait for the Kairn to catch up?” 

 “Unfortunately, Kethry, my hypothesis is merely just that; an educated guess,” Fil said to his former 

shipmate.  “If we all simply stop here in the hopes they will come to us, we may miss them entirely if they are 

somehow still ahead of us or if they are behind us, detect us, and go around our position.  No, we need to cover our 

bases.” 

 “And how do you propose we do that?” asked Captain William McLeod from aboard the USS Besiege. 

 “As much as I hate to do it, we’re going to need to split up the armada.” 

 Koester was afraid this was the direction the admiral had been going, but elected to remain silent until he 

could hear Fil’s plan before attempting to shoot holes through it. 

 “I have been holding discussions with Lt Colonel McIntyre, the commander of Special Contingent 41,” Fil 

continued.  “What we have developed should provide us the best opportunity to locate the remaining Kairn fleet 

while avoiding the risk of ship to ship combat while any of our vessels are outnumbered.”  Fil stepped over to the 



wall monitor near where the display case containing models of all the Federation starships named Dauntless was 

located on the forward bulkhead and activated it, displaying a tactical display of the core-ward half of Federation 

space.  This display was in turn transmitted to the monitors aboard every vessel in the fleet receiving the admiral’s 

briefing.  He then stepped back into the holo-communicator ring before resuming.  “We currently have forty vessels 

making up our combined Armada.  Our plan calls for ten of those ships, under the lead of the IKV Hem bortaStaH, 

to continue on our current course and rendezvous with the rest of Starfleet amassing in the Alpha Centauri system, 

the nearest to the Kairn’s presumed course to the Sol system, and wait there in case the rest of our plan fails.” 

 On the monitor, a Starfleet delta emblem with the number 10 on it moved quickly away from the rest of the 

armada’s position, coming to a stop in the binary Alpha Centauri star system where another fleet of over fifty 

vessels awaited. 

 “The rest of our armada will break up into smaller groups of five vessels and spread out from our current 

position.  Two groups will double back on our own course in the hopes of making contact with the Kairn somewhere 

behind us.  The other four groups will spread out from our current position like fingers, on courses 130, 160, 190, 

and 220, in the hopes of making contact with the Kairn if they are still ahead of us but have altered course away 

from the base course of 175 they have maintained to this point.” 

 On the tactical display, two Delta emblems, each containing the number 5, moved back toward the galactic 

core and the Typhon Sector on courses 345 and 005, while four more Deltas with 5’s on them continued on a slowly 

spreading pattern on toward Earth and the heart of the Federation. 

 “This pattern will provide the maximum amount of coverage toward the goal of locating the now-missing 

Kairn fleet while also allowing quick response to reinforce whichever group finds them first.  Fleet Captain 

Koester…” 

 The Dauntless’ CO, who had been studying the display on the monitor screen, looked back to the admiral. 

 “I want the Dauntless to lead the group on course 345.  You are to be designated Search Group Alpha.” 

 “Yes, Admiral,” Koester replied with a nod.  He had to admit to himself, the plan as presented was the most 

logical way of conducting such a search without placing one or more ships in too dangerous a situation. 

 “Captain McLeod, the Besiege will lead the group on course 005 and be designated Search Group Beta.  

That way we have our two best armed vessels on the likeliest courses to where I believe we will detect the Kairn.” 

 “Understood, Admiral,” McLeod responded over the speakers. 

 “If you desire the best armed vessels to lead these searches, Admiral Fil,” said the voice of General Ke’reth 

over the speakers, “then why is the Vengeance assigned to continue on to the Centauri system?”  The general’s voice 

sounded annoyed. 

 “Because I want the best armed vessel in our entire fleet to continue on the course we believe the Kairn are 

following in case I have made a big mistake in judgment and the Kairn are still ahead of us,” Fil explained.  “Plus, if 

search groups Alpha or Beta do come across the Kairn, we’re still going to require the services of your vessel, 

General.” 

 Ke’reth seemed satisfied with the admiral’s answer as Fil continued to hand out assignments, including 

which vessels would be part of which search groups – designated Gamma through Eta – each under the lead of one 

of the Fifth Fleet starships with the exception of the group on course 190 – Search Group Zeta – which was to be led 

by the USS Resolute, normally assigned to the Federation Seventh Fleet. 

 “You all have your assignments.  Good luck.  And good hunting,” Fil said before finally adding, 

“Dismissed.” 

 As the Dauntless’ senior staff gathered their isolinear chips and headed toward their duty posts, Koester 

called out, “Bridge, this is the Captain.  Sound yellow alert, and lay in course 345 mark 0.”  A moment later he 

walked up the small flight of steps and passed through the doors to emerge on the bridge.  Hyland already had the 

starship at impulse speed, turning to their new course while the other four vessels that would make up their search 

group, including one Morain cruiser and a small Pluton patrol craft not much larger than a Starfleet runabout, 

maneuvered into formation with the larger starship. 

 “Search Group Alpha is ready and standing by, Captain,” Commander Arbelo reported from the center seat. 

 “Very well.  Sciences, tactical; maintain constant sensor sweeps.  Inform me of the smallest anomaly.”  As 

the officers at each console acknowledged, Koester then ordered, “Ahead warp factor three.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Arbelo responded.  “Helm, ahead warp three.” 

 A moment later, all five ships of Search Group Alpha accelerated into warp. 

 

* * * * 

 



 Aboard the Kairn flagship, Daissa Shima stared at Taissho Takeo with disbelief.  The Kairn fleet had 

already lost three more vessels – damaged during attacks on Fed vessels encountered on the way to their ultimate 

target and ordered to plunge into the nearest star to avoid detection or capture by Fed forces – and now the Fleet 

Commander was finally explaining his master plan to the warship commander – Battle Plan 2; to attack any Fed 

worlds or colonies along the direct path to the Throneworld the Feds call Earth before finally attacking and laying 

waste to the city of San Francisco, where according to computer records the Kairn had captured years earlier the 

central Fed government and military headquarters were located. 

 “Thissss plan issss inssssane, Taissssssho!” Shima exclaimed.  “I believed your plan to thissss point wassss 

to conduct commerssse raiding within Fed sssspassse for a period before returning to Throneworld.  But the plan 

you now tell me will desssimate the Emperor’ssss fleet!  There issss no way we will ssssurvive long enough to 

attack the Fed’ssss Throneworld!  Our fleet will be desssstroyed and we will leave the Empire defensssselessssss!” 

 “Even assss we sssspeak, new ssssoldiers are hatching in the crèchessss on Throneworld.  New shipssss are 

being built in our shipyardssss.  Thissss fleet is inconssssequential in comparisssson to the outrage the Fedssss have 

committed againsssst ussss by fouling our homeworld with their mammalian pressssenssse.  We will desssstroy the 

Federation’ssss greatest sssity, on their greatesssst planet, and they will forever fear ussss assss they should,” Takeo 

explained, holding up a computer memory card.  “And thissss will help ussss do it.” 

 “I fear what you are planning will only renew the Fed’ssss ressssolve to fight ussss,” Shima explained.  “I  

cannot be a part of thissss foolish plan.  I will not be a part of it.” 

 “You have no choissse, Daissssssa,” Takeo said calmly.  “Your ship is but one within the fleet under my 

command.  Your opinion issss of little conssssequenssse in the grand sssscheme.” 

 “Taisssssho, rethink your plan!” Shima pleaded.  “There musssst be…” 

 “Daissssssa!” Takeo interrupted.  “Your ssssidearm!”  Takeo held out his clawed reptilian hand toward 

Shima.  The Kairn captain looked at his superior officer’s outstretched arm, humiliation coursing through his body.  

It was Kairn tradition that being relieved of your personal weapon was the first step in being removed from your 

post, usually permanently, and with no rank to back up his opinion, Shima had no hope of convincing any of the 

other fleet commanders to follow his example and question Takeo’s plan.  Reluctantly, the Kairn officer unlatched 

his holster and removed the weapon, turning it to hand the blaster to Takeo handle first. 

 Takeo studied the blaster in his clawed hand for a moment, admiring its simplicity and power before raising 

it again, emitter pointed directly at Shima.  The other Kairn officer’s eyes went wide in surprise. 

 “You are relieved of your command, Daissssssa,” Takeo said calmly before pulling the blaster’s trigger.  A 

beam of coherent ionized light burst from the emitter and struck Shima in the middle of the chest, tearing directly 

through the cardio muscle inside.  Shima was dead before his corpse hit the deck.  Takeo then activated the intercom 

connecting him to the battleship’s bridge.  “Chussssssa Osssszawa?” 

 “Yes, Taisssssho?” responded another male Kairn voice. 

 “You are promoted to Daissssssa and command of my flagship.  Inform me if we encounter any Fed 

warshipssss.  Otherwisssse, continue to target, sssspeed: point sssseven.” 

 “Undersssstood, Taisssssho,” the battleship’s new commanding officer responded proudly. 

 Takeo closed the communications circuit, then looked once again at the computer memory card in his left 

hand, his sharp teeth bared in a Kairn smile. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Fleet Captain Koester was frustrated.  It had been two days since the Federation Armada had split up into 

seven separate search groups, and not a single vessel had detected any sign of the missing Kairn fleet. 

 “Is it too much to hope that the Kairn decided to fly straight into a black hole or quasar or something?” 

Koester asked his Ship’s Counselor, Tanzia Gera.  The joined-Trill woman with the flame-red hair looked at her 

commanding officer and replied with a question of her own. 

 “Is it possible the Kairn realized the hopelessness of their mission and simply turned around and headed 

home?” 

 “Doubtful,” Koester responded.  “If they had, I’m sure we would have heard something from Home Plate 

about it by now.  Admiral Raiajh is anxious about getting as many ships back to the base as quickly as possible and 

the Morain are watching the sectors close to their home space intently since the Battle of the Leyte Gulf.  Aside 

from the half-dozen or so ships we witnessed warp away toward their home system, no Kairn ships have headed 

back in that direction since the battle ended.” 

 “How long are we going to continue the search before it finally gets called off, Skipper?” Chief Pono 

Kyman, the Dauntless’ El’Aurian Chief of the Boat – or COB – asked from his position at the mission ops console. 



 “That’s entirely up to Admiral Fil, COB,” Koester replied.  “Though I will suggest to him that we simply 

return to Home Plate if we reach Sector 426 without any contact with the Kairn fleet.” 

 “Do you think he would approve that?” Kyman asked. 

 “I suppose it would depend a lot on the results of the searches being conducted by the other groups,” 

Koester replied.  “If Search Group Delta comes across another destroyed ship with Kairn weapons signatures all 

over it, and we’re too far…” 

 Koester’s answer was interrupted by an indication on the tactical console as it started blinking.  “Captain, 

we’re receiving a distress call,” announced Colonel McIntyre. 

 “From who or what?” Koester wanted to know as Kyman spun his chair back to face his console. 

 “The Federation colony on Lambda Sagittarii II,” Mack replied.  “They report they are being bombarded 

from orbit.” 

 Koester looked over at the small LCARS screen to his left, where Counselor Gera was already calling up a 

chart of local space. 

 “That’s only three-quarters of a light year off our current course, one light year from current position,” 

Gera confirmed. 

 “Mack, inform Search Group Alpha we are responding to a distress call from Lambda Sagittarii II, then 

respond to the call for help and let them know we’re on our way.  Helm, alter course.  Come left to course 305 mark 

5.  Increase speed to warp 9.99.”  Moments later all five ships changed course and increased speed. 

 An hour and fifteen minutes later, Search Group Alpha dropped out of warp just outside the orbit of 

Lambda Sagittarii II.  Even from the distance, the bridge crew of the Dauntless recognized the seventeen ships 

attacking the Federation colony on the planet’s surface. 

 “I was afraid of this,” Koester commented before adding, “Sound red alert!  Man battlestations!”  As crew 

members rushed to take their appointed positions, including Commander Arbelo in his seat to the captain’s right, 

Koester filled his first officer in on the situation they faced. 

 “Shields raised.  Phaser banks and torpedo tubes armed and ready,” McIntyre reported just as Admiral Fil 

emerged from the turbolift near the tactical console and asked what was going on. 

 “We found your Kairn fleet, Admiral,” Koester replied. 

 “And apparently they have noticed us as well,” Lt Tom Riker reported.  “Several battlecruisers have broken 

orbit and are heading toward us.  Missile tubes are open and disruptors are armed.” 

 “This is not good,” remarked Koester.  “We’re outnumbered more than three to one, and they still have a 

carrier and three battleships as part of their fleet.”  Koester looked over to his tactical officer and said, “Mack, send a 

signal to Search Group Bravo and let them know we have found the Kairn fleet and our present location.  I realize it 

will take them hours – if not days – to reach us, but they need to know what is going on.  Then contact General 

Ke’reth on special frequency 167.9.  Tell him to get the Vengeance here as soon as possible or he won’t be 

collecting on that drink I owe him back at the Lodge.” 

 “Transmitting,” Mack confirmed. 

 “Can’t we just withdraw and await reinforcements?” Fil asked, looking at the main viewer where five Kairn 

warships approached the vessels of Search Group Alpha. 

 “Admiral, when we implemented your plan to search for the Kairn fleet, I wasn’t expecting to come across 

them while they were fully armed and ready for battle, nor was I expecting to find them attacking a Federation 

colony with over two million inhabitants,” Koester explained.  “If we try to get away, the Kairn will simply chase us 

with however many of their ships they think they need to finish off our small search group while the rest remain here 

and pummel the colony into dust.  No, we have to at least make a stand here and hope help arrives in time.” 

 “Kairn battlecruisers now entering weapons range,” Mack reported.  As the colonel said it, the Kairn ships 

opened fire with their disruptors. 

 “Return fire!” Koester ordered.  “Have the Thatch and Forddar try and flank those incoming cruisers and 

start harassing the ships still in orbit.  If they’re shooting at us, they’re not shooting at the colony.” 

 The Dauntless shook as the first Kairn disruptor bolts struck the starship’s shields.  Admiral Fil, intending 

to stay clear of the bridge during the battle lest he repeat the injury he suffered the last time they fought the Kairn 

and to allow the ship’s commanding officer to concentrate on the job at hand, quickly moved back to the turbolift to 

oversee the battle from the starship’s battle bridge. 

 “The cruiser on the right appears to be maneuvering,” Koester observed.  “Mack, lock a spread of quantum 

torpedoes on the missile tubes on that ship’s port side.  Take them out!” 

 “Firing phasers and quantum torpedoes,” Mack confirmed.  Seconds later the main phaser array fired, 

weakening the Kairn shields before a spread of three zero-point energy projectiles fired from the torpedo tube 

directly below the center of the Sovereign-class starship’s primary hull, striking the Kairn’s open weapons ports just 



as the missiles they contained were being readied to fire.  The impact caused the relatively primitive nuclear 

warheads to explode, immediately taking out half the battlecruiser.  Secondary explosions progressed through the 

wrecked hull, and seconds later the corresponding missiles on the starboard side exploded as well, sending debris 

tumbling into the next nearest Kairn ship and severely damaging it as well. 

 “Nice shot!  Two for the price of one,” the captain complemented just before the Dauntless rocked to 

starboard and alarms started sounding from both the engineering console and ops. 

 “Hull breech; deck 17, section 42,” reported Riker.  “Somehow the Kairn disruptor managed to penetrate 

our number four shield, just as would happen with the old shield design before our alliance with the Morain.  Shield 

one is down by 40%.  Shield four is down by 80%.” 

 “Mack, reinitialize the Morain shield upgrade!” Koester ordered.  “Get those shields restored!” 

 “I’m trying,” McIntyre reported, his face an expression of frustration.  “Somehow our shield controls have 

been infected with a computer virus.  It’s not letting me reinitialize the shield generators.” 

 “How the hell…?” Koester started to ask when Chief Kyman offered an answer. 

 “According to sensor records, just after the Kairn opened fire on us we were subjected to a tight beam 

transmission from the large battleship still in orbit over Lambda Sagittarii II.  I think we were infected by that 

transmission.  How it penetrated our network firewalls without us knowing…?” 

 “We’ll figure that out later!  Helm, keep our good shields between us and those battlecruisers!” Koester 

ordered.  He then looked toward his Chief Science Officer and asked, “Can we get rid of that virus?” 

 “Aye, we can shut down th’ shield an’ weapons control computers, wipe th’ program an’ reload from th’ 

protected archives,” Commander Wallace replied. 

 “But that would leave us completely without shields or weapons for over a minute!” McIntyre pointed out. 

 “I need another option,” Koester remarked as another disruptor blast violently shook the starship. 

 “Shield two now down by 25%,” Riker reported. 

 “Are we the only allied ship that was infected?” Koester asked.  “Can we get the other ships to run 

interference for us?” 

 As if in answer, the Miranda-class starship USS Thatch, which had been attempting to flank the Kairn 

battlecruisers, exploded on the main viewer, the victim of a coordinated disruptor attack by two of the Kairn 

warships. 

 “Captain!” Kyman exclaimed just as Koester started to believe all was lost.  “I’m detecting triquantum 

waves and subspace disruptions; bearing 282 mark 9, range five kilometers!” 

 “Thank God and Commander Kana!” Koester said with a sigh of relief as a purple and blue explosion flare 

giving off spiraling tendrils of energy erupted in the distance and the Klingon warship Proud Vengeance appeared 

out of transwarp, shields already raised and weapons armed.  The massive Klingon vessel immediately opened fire 

on the three remaining Kairn battlecruisers that were attacking the search group before imposing itself between the 

four remaining ships and the planet, turning its isokinetic cannons on the Kairn ships still in orbit. 

 “Proud Vengeance to Dauntless,” said the voice of General Ke’reth over the bridge speakers.  “How badly 

are you hurt?” 

 “We’ve taken some damage and our shields are weak, but nothing we can’t handle, and all our weapons 

systems are still functioning normally.  Thank you for your quick response to our call, General.” 

 “And miss out on another glorious battle with the Kairn because I’m late?” Ke’reth remarked.  “Never!  

Vengeance will lead toward the planet.  Have your ships move in behind our shadow and follow us in.  We’ll take 

on the Kairn in close combat.” 

 “Understood,” Koester said before adding, “Be aware of any tight beam transmissions coming from the 

lead Kairn battleship.  They managed to implant a virus in our shield control program just as the shooting started.” 

 “De’laH detected such a transmission just as we emerged from transwarp,” Ke’reth replied.  “She’s 

currently jamming all Kairn communications frequencies.  Now, to battle!” 

 The Proud Vengeance led the way, with the Sovereign-class and Steamrunner-class Federation starships, 

Pluton patrol craft, and Morain cruiser close behind, each maneuvering to fire off their forward weaponry at the 

Kairn before ducking behind the larger warship’s intact shields as they progressed.  As the five ships neared 

planetary orbit, the Vengeance also opened up with its thermal decimator, blasting a hole right through the hanger 

deck of the Kairn carrier – nearly defenseless after the loss of almost its entire complement of fighters during the 

recent battle in the Leyte system. 

 

* * * * 

 

 



 Aboard the Kairn flagship, the tactical officer was evaluating the progress of the battle. 

 “Taissssssho Takeo, one Fed battlecruisssser hassss been desssstroyed, but the Kling-gone ship that jusssst 

arrived hassss jammed all communicationssss frequensssiessss.  We were unable to implant your virussss into their 

computer ssssystemssss.” 

 Takeo gazed at the tactical display on his viewer and instinctively knew, even though his fleet still 

outnumbered the Feds and their allies two to one; with the appearance of the Klingon warship the battle was lost, 

and with it any chance of reaching Earth, the Fed’s throneworld. 

 “Prepare Battle Order D,” Takeo said to Daissa Oszawa, the newly promoted commander of the flagship.  

“We will take assss many of the Fedssss with ussss assss we can.  They will yet fear the name of the Kairn Empire!” 

 Oszawa hesitated a moment before finally nodding and replying, “Yessss, Taissssssho.”  He then turned to 

his engineering monitor and ordered, “Increasssse the power core’ssss output, 150% of normal.” 

 “Increassssing power core output,” the engineering monitor quickly responded. 

 “Inform me when we have reached maximum.” 

 “Yessss, Daissssssa.  Esssstimate to maximum output, two mintanssss.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Two minutes to orbit,” announced Lieutenant (JG) Hyland. 

 “Cap’n…?” Commander Wallace suddenly said, sounding unsure. 

 “What is it, Commander?” Koester asked. 

 “I’m readin’ an unusual power build-up in th’ engineerin’ section o’ the lead Kairn ship.  I’ve never seen a 

power indication quite like this before, an’ I don’ know what it could mean,” Wallace explained. 

 Koester got out of the command chair and walked over to the science console, looking at the readings for 

himself. 

 “Am I interpreting those readings right?” he finally asked.  “Is that ship putting out twice as much power as 

our own warp core?” 

 “Aye, an’ it only started about a minute ago.” 

 “Could it be they’re powering up some other new weapon we’re not aware of?” Colonel McIntyre asked. 

 “Why would they have held off on using some new superweapon until now?” Koester asked, looking at his 

tactical officer.  “Wouldn’t they have at least tried it out during the battle near Leyte?” 

 “Maybe it’s some sort of doomsday weapon?” suggested Chief Kyman, who was also monitoring the 

sensor readings at his console.  “They have to know there’s no getting away this time, especially if more 

reinforcements arrive.” 

 “Any indications such a power build up could damage or destroy our ships?” Koester asked. 

 “No more so than a typical warp core breech,” Wallace answered.  “There could be some damage from 

debris an’ th’ subspace shockwave if we were close enough, bu’ we could easily maneuver away at current range.” 

 Koester was still puzzled by what the sensor readings indicated.  If not a weapon or doomsday device, what 

could the Kairn be doing? 

 “Dauntless to Proud Vengeance,” he finally said. 

 “Go ahead, Fleet Captain,” Ke’reth replied. 

 “Are you detecting the energy build-up aboard the lead Kairn ship, General?” 

 “Yes, we are,” the general replied.  “Kana was just trying to figure out what it was for.  We cannot detect 

any sort of weapons system requiring such a vast amount of energy.” 

 “Neither can we, nor do we think it’s a booby trap of any kind,” Koester explained. 

 “Cap’n,” interjected Wallace.  “Th’ build-up has ceased.  Energy readings aboard th’ Kairn battleship have 

stabilized at th’ increased level, currently 212% of th’ power generated by a Sovereign-class warp core.” 

 Koester looked at the main viewscreen, where the Kairn ships in orbit were just visible beyond the lower 

hull of the Vengeance.  He noted that eight of the vessels were still firing missiles and disruptors at the colony on the 

surface, the only two ships not shooting being the carrier – which appeared powerless since attacked by the 

Vengeance – and the lead battleship that was displaying the power increase.  He wracked his brain trying to figure 

out what the Kairn were now up to. 

 “Skipper!  The lead Kairn ship is now employing maneuvering thrusters!” reported Chief Kyman. 

 “Are they breaking orbit?” 

 “They are descending from orbit, starting to head into the planet’s atmosphere.” 

 Suddenly Koester deduced the Kairn’s plan.  Instead of fighting Starfleet in orbit, they would literally wipe 

out the Federation colony and all its inhabitants by crashing their battleship into the surface of the planet.  With the 



increase in energy output the Dauntless crew had just detected, the resulting explosion would destroy everything for 

hundreds of kilometers around. 

 “General!  The Kairn are trying to crash their ship into the colony!  My ship doesn’t have any weapons 

powerful enough to stop them!” Koester pleaded. 

 “Fortunately mine does,” Ke’reth responded, the Klingon’s grim smile reflected in the intonation of his 

voice.  “KI’HQaS, lock decimator and cannons on that Kairn ship and fire!” 

 The immense Klingon warship opened fire with its three main weapons, striking the strengthened shields of 

the now-rapidly descending Kairn vessel.  It appeared at first that the Kairn would be able to resist the powerful 

weapons, but the cannons eventually found a chink in the armor and collapsed one shield, allowing the thermal 

decimator to impact the Kairn ship’s port warp nacelle, destroying it completely and causing the vessel to start 

tumbling slowly as plasma poured out of the opening left by the missing nacelle, leaving a trail of multi-hued 

sparkles. 

 “Open fire with everything we’ve got!” Koester ordered, rushing back to his command chair as he watched 

the Kairn flagship enter the planet’s atmosphere and start to glow from the friction of re-entry.  “We have to destroy 

that ship before it reaches an altitude of sixteen kilometers above the planet’s surface, or the devastation will be 

unimaginable!” 

 The Dauntless, Vandegrift, Pluton patrol craft Forddar, and Morain ship Nomis all opened fire, phaser 

beams, battle-lasers, and torpedoes streaking toward the rapidly falling Kairn flagship.  Many of the weapons missed 

their target, but just as many hit – striking either the still existent shields or the area on or around the port nacelle 

where the shield had collapsed, causing the Kairn ship further damage and to tumble even more out of control.  The 

crew of the battleship evidently lost all control of their vessel as it veered off its intended trajectory toward the 

center of the Federation colony, but unfortunately not far enough.  Trailing a kilometers long tail of flame and 

debris, the Kairn ship crashed on the surface of the planet less than fifteen kilometers outside the colony and 

exploded in a huge fireball so bright that – even in orbit – the starship’s viewers had to dim to avoid blinding their 

crews.  The explosion decimated an area forty kilometers in diameter and knocked over just about every building in 

the colony.  The crater left in the aftermath measured nearly a kilometer deep, with cracks running almost 

completely through the crust of the planet, as dust and debris were kicked high into the atmosphere, immediately 

starting to spread in the high-altitude winds.  For all intents and purposes, Lambda Sagittarii II was now a dead 

world. 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 65189.9: 

It took nearly a week to evacuate all the survivors from the colony on Lambda Sagittarii 

II.  We left behind a shattered planet and over 500,000 dead, an additional 700,000 

colonists injured to varying degrees currently being transported by hospital ships and 

other Federation starships and transports to care facilities on other planets in the sector.  

It was only because most of the colonists had taken refuge in under ground emergency 

shelters when the Kairn attack had begun that so many were able to survive the carnage 

to begin with. 

With the last remnant of the Kairn fleet defeated, our Armada is returning to Starbase 

719 to evaluate our own condition and decide on what our next steps in this war will be.  

I hate to say it, but it appears the Kairn’s intent is to fight to extinction, and after the 

massacre at Lambda Sagittarii II, I’m almost willing to let them simply kill themselves, as 

long as no more Federation or allied lives are lost in the process. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 
 

 

 Fleet Captain Peter J. Koester, feeling older and more tired than he could ever remember feeling in his 

entire career with Starfleet, sat behind his desk in his ready room, the image of his wife, Commander Michelle 

Petersen, displayed on the monitor screen atop his desk. 

 “You look terrible,” the starbase security chief commented. 

 “I’ve felt better,” Koester admitted.  “We lost a lot of good people.  And I don’t think this war is over just 

yet.” 



 “I know,” Petersen said.  “Admiral Raiajh has announced there will be a status briefing at 0900 the 

morning following the armada’s return to 719.  Rumor has it we’re going to be planning a final thrust into Kairn 

space and bring this war to an end while we still have the advantage.” 

 “Some advantage,” Koester remarked with a humorless chuckle.  “We lost nearly a third of the fleet we left 

the base with a month ago.  Those ships that remain require extensive repairs and overhauls.  It’ll be weeks before 

we can mount any kind of attack that will be anything other than suicide.  And on top of it all, we’re still not even 

sure why the Kairn started this war to begin with!” 

 “Does it really matter at this point?” Petersen asked. 

 “Yes, I believe it does,” Koester replied.  “If we could understand how this all started, perhaps we can also 

understand why the Kairn are acting the way they are right now – bloodthirsty and totally unconcerned if they 

themselves live or die – and that can help us devise a strategy to fight them, or perhaps even bring the fighting to an 

end!” 

 Petersen nodded, now seeing the logic of her husband’s remark. 

 “I’ve developed a close working relationship with the Morain liaison officer here on the base since this war 

began.  I’ll see if he can get us more insight on the Kairn from the Morain intelligence corps and try and have it 

ready for the Admiral’s briefing.” 

 “Thanks, Hun.  Any little bit will help.  We need to take it slow getting back, a few of our ships can’t do 

better than warp 6 right now, so it’s likely going to be no earlier than stardate 65348 before we arrive at the base – 

nearly two months from now!” 

 “I’ll have dinner ready for you,” Petersen commented playfully, winking one eye. 

 “Looking forward to it,” Koester replied.  “See you soon.  ILU.” 

 “ILU2,” Petersen replied back.  “Starbase 719, out.” 

 Koester watched as the image of his wife was replaced by the emblem of the Federation, itself quickly 

replaced by a blank screen as the transmission ended.  He continued to sit in his chair for a while longer, 

contemplating the future and wondering how much longer this war was going to last? 

 …And who would ultimately survive? 

 

To Be Continued… 


